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ABSTRACT

-Â surVeŷ -a-F-sfrl ected-experiments—i s-gtven-to—
illustrate the recent advances that have been
made in the study of the electronic structure
and dynamics of free atoms.

Introduction

Within a very short period of time, synchrotron radiation has proven
\.o be a powerful tool for probing and delineating the electronic
structure and dynamics of atoms and, to no lesser degree, of molecules
and solid matter.1"3 This radiation source allows us to study the
interaction of photons with the bound electrons as a continuous function
of energy from less than 10 eV to more than 10 keV. In the simplest
experiment, the photoabsorption experiment, the attenuation of the
incoming photon beam by an ensemble of atoms or molecules is measured; in
more detailed experiments, emission products are monitored, such as the
fluorescence radiation, including x rays, the atomic or fragment ions,
the Auger electrons and the photoelectrons. It is especially the
analysis of the emitted electrons that has provided us with a detailed
view of the structure and dynamics, and I shall restrict this
presentation to studies by this cype of technique, which may be labeled
ESSR, electron spectrometry using synchrotron radiation. As much of the
work done in previous years has already been summarized in various
places,3"5 onlya small number of representative, recent studies will be
discussed in detail.

Background

Two relations underlie the ESSR work: First, the energy balance of
photoeffect

EKin = hv " EB (1)
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which identifies the level from which the photoelectron originates; and
second, the transition probability of photoionization from a given ground
state i

N itr.
f f i « < Vf\z a.t e 1|¥ i > . (2)

If two-electron transitions occur, Eq. 1 can be suitably modified and the
electronic levels involved can often be identified. In Eq. 2, ¥.
represents the initial (ground) state wavefunction, <?f the final

1

wavefunction for the ion and the continuum electron, and the operator
contains the Dirac matrix J., the polarization t of the photon, and a term
related to the multipolarity of the photon field. In the dipole
approximation the operator reduces to r (in the lengthformulation):

: ff1 - / V V r = R • (3)
The goal is to find the best possible approximations to the "exact"
wavefunction in the interplay between theory, which calculates f,-. in
different models, and experiment, which measures one or more of trie
observables that are related to the matrix elements R and the phase shifts
6 of the continuum waves. These observables are (1) the partial photo-
ionization cross section c5 (2) the angular distribution parameter 8 which
characterizes the angular dependence of the outgoing photoelectron, (3)
the spin polarization parameter 5 which describes the photoelectron spin
polarization perpendicular to the reaction plane, (4) the total spin
transfer A from circularly polarized radiation to the photoelectron, and
(5) the differential or angle dependent spin polarization transfer
parameter a. These five parameters are sufficient for a "complete"
description of the single electron photoionization process in a closed
shell atom. In this case, three matrix elements and two phase differences
are associated with the transitions allowed by the selection rules Aj = 0,
± 1. The measurement of all five parameters, which requires the use of
circularly polarized light in addition to linearly or unpolarized light,

. is a formidable task, but is a rewarding task for it allows the experi-
mental determination of matrix elements and phase shifts. The first
pioneering study of this nature has been carried out for the 5p electrons
of Xe.6 Similar measurements for other subshells and other closed shell
atoms will be facilitated once more powerful synchrotron radiation sources
will have become available. Up to the present, most experiments are
directed at the determination of a and 6. Although this situation is not
as satisfying as a "complete experiment," the determination of a and & is
sufficiently specific to help advance our knowledge of the electronic
structure and dynamics.



Experimental Approach

The actual experimental procedure is based on the relation:

h~za = kt1+%{1 + 3p cos 2*)] (4)

which correlates the electron flux detected at the angle -f>, defined
relative to the major electric vector tlt of the linearly (actually
elliptically) polarized light from the synchrotron radiation source, to
the differential cross section, the partial cross section a and the
parameter B. Thus if for a given polarization p an angle $ is chosen so
that 1 + 3p cos 2<j> = 0, the partial cross section a is obtained directly
on a relative basis or, following an appropriate calibration procedure, on
an absolute basis. Similarly, B can be obtained from measurements at two
angles using known polarization factors p. By relying on Eq. 4 as a basis
for the experiment, we analyze the data in terms of the dipole
approximation. The neglect of higher multipoles that may lead to a skewed
angular distribution is, however, not serious at the low photon energies
employed so far in most of the ESSR work.

A typical experimental setup, as the one used by the ORNL group, is
shown in Fig. 1. Electrons originating from the source of free at. s or
molecules are analyzed simultaneously in two spherical sector plate
electrostatic spectrometers. Strong differential pumping allows a gas
pressure of 10~2Pa to be maintained in_the source while the pressure in
the monochromator remains at 10~7to 10~6Pa. An oven operated at a
temperature that produces a pressure of 10°to ICf :Pa inside the oven
provides a quasi-atomic beam along the axis of the photon beam. The
resolution AE/E=1% of the analyzers is commensurate with the bandpass of
many monochromators presently in use.1'2 Transitions from the various
electronic levels can generally be distinguished, and sometimes also these
involving term levels and vibrational levels.

For che mapping of a and B over a given photon energy range, two
approaches are at our disposal. In the first approach, we cut through the
subshell structure by recording photoelectron spectra (PES) at fixed
photon energies. As seen from Fig. 2, a PES spectrum identifies the
photoionization processes, both single and double, from the available
subshells and gives their rilative probabilities and angular dependences.
In the second approach, we follow the photoelectron intensity originating
from a given level continuously as a function of photon energy. This
approach which correlates the resulting cr and g data with a given or
constant ionic state (CIS) is especially advantageous for the close study
of resonance structures. An example is given in Fig. 3 which shows the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the ORNL electron spectrometer used for gas phase
| studies with the use of synchrotron radiation.
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Fig. 2. Typical PES spectrum at fixed photon energy. Such spectra
allow the determination of partial photoionization cross sections and
photoelectron angular distribution parameters.

variation of the Xe 5p3,2 signal below the 5px ,2 threshold in the region
of the autoionizing 5pjy2 •* ris, nd Rydberg series. Both approaches
complement each other and it depends entirely on the problem at hand which
approach should be emphasized.

The Partial Cross Section and g Parameter in Closed Shell Atoms

A basic question pertains to our knowledge and understanding of the
dynamic behavior of the electrons in the various subshells, s, p, d and f,
of closed shell atoms. In the case of the rare-gas atoms, extensive sets
of data for both a and 6 have been measured, and theoretical models have
been developed that include relativistic and many-electron effects. A
jood accord has been achieved between theory and experiment for the p and
d subshells of these atoms.7 However, it is important to ascertain that
this agreement is not unique to the rare gases. The elements of the 2a
and 2b groups, as well as Pd and Yb are available for further and more



extensive study of the various subshells, including the 4f subshell in Yb
and Hg. All these elements with closed subshells can be investigated as
free atoms without undue difficulties.

o

Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 3. The Xe 5p3,2 photoelectron intensity in the region of the
5p 1 / 2 autoionization resonance series, as recorded.

The comparison made in Fig. 4 for the 5d electrons of Hg shows a
reasonably good agreement between experiment8 and theory.9'1" The
agreement extends over the entire range measured and includes the region
of the Cooper minimum, which is especially sensitive to the quality of the
wavefunctions chosen. Theory also represents the experimental data well
for the 3d electrons of a lower Z element as seen in Fig. 5. Arguing that
the difference between Pd, a closed shell atom accessible to theoretics'!
treatment, and Ag, which has an additional electron (4s), should be small,
the theoretical1* 6 values of Pd are compared with the experimental data
of Ag.12 As for Hg and the rare gases, the comparison of data from free
Ag atoms with atomic calculations is most stringent because of the absence
of molecular and/or solid state effects. Interestingly enough, we do note
in the case of Ag that the B values of the 3d electrons contained in the
conduction band of metallic Ag are very close to the atomic values. This
can then be regarded as one of the cases in which the atomic behavior
remains dominant even in the bound state.

In contrast to the findings for the Hg 5d electrons, a large
discrepancy between theory and experiment was reported8 for the Hg 4f
electrons.* A recent study of the Yb 4f subshell revealed no pronounced
difference between theory and experiment for 6 and for the energy
dependence of a.13'14 The preliminary results are shown in Fig. 6 and the
comparison should be made above 40 eV, where no resonances interfere.

Most recently, the authors (private communication) established as the
cause for the discrepancy an unexpected and hitherto unknown energy
dependence of the sodium sal icy!ate detector used for photon flux
calibration.



Taking the results for the p, d and f electrons of closed shell atoms
in toto, we find the relativistic random phase approximation (RRPA) to be
a very realistic model. However, for s electrons the RRPA or any other
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Fig. 4. The Hg 5d subshell properties: comparison of experiment8 with
theory in DS? and RRPA10 models.

calculations are at variance with the observation.15 This variance is
amplified in the region of the Cooper minimum occurring near hv = 35 eV
for Xe 5s and Kr 4s. The question then arises as to which important
interactions were not included in the theoretical model. In discussing
the problem, we recognize the Xe 5s g parameters as a test case suitable
to trace the evolution of atomic theory. The nonrelativistic
single-particle model considers only the transition 5s -* ep and hence
predicts 3 = 2 at all photon energies. The relativistic treatment allows
for the two transitions 5s + eP3,2

 anc' ^s + £Pi/2 w n i c n can interfere and
lead to energy dependent g values, g g 2. The Inclusion of many-electron
interaction allows for the coupling of additional transitions (channels),
such as 5p -> ed; es and 4d -> ef;Ep with the 5s -*• ep transition. This
again leads to g < 2 values. The RRPA model that includes these channels
and distinguishes the spin-orbit doublets predicts a sharp dip in g at the
Cooper minimum, namely g s 0. However, recent experimental data (see e.g.
Ref. 15) do not bear out this large excursion in 3. Instead g drops only
to about 1.4, indicating that the triplet channel, 3P1, which causes the
decrease is not as strong as predicted. An indication why the same model
that predicts the properties of the p, d, and f electrons so well proved
inadequate for describing the behavior of the s electrons has come from a
recent experiment.15 in that work it was established that the correlation
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Fig. 5. The 6 parameter for Ag 4d electrons.11'12 For 0, a similar
accord exists between the RRPA theory and the experiment done with atomic Ag.
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Fig. 6. The 4f dynamic parameters of atomic Yb.13'1'1 The measured a
value is matched to theory at hv = 40 eV. The excursions in the resonance
region are omitted.

satellites are very intense throughout the Cooper minimum relative to the
weak 5s •> ep channels. As a result, even weak coupling between the
two-electron excitation channels or the type 5p2 + nj., zi' and 5s ->• EP
could markedly affect the single-electron excitation channel. An analysis
has been made to that effect,16 but an explicit, quantitative calculation
is still to be implemented to make this last step toward a "complete"
model. In the meantime, it is interesting to note that a relativistic
time-dependent local-density (RTDLD) calculation, which includes
higher-order transitions irrrpliaitly, is in satisfactory accord with the
data.17 The strengths of the Xe 5s satellite lines within the Cooper
minimum is shown in Fig. 7, and the status of the work on the Xe 5s 8
parameter is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the latest experimental
and theoretical results.



In a different context, the behavior of correlation satellites has
come into renewed focus owing largely to the availability of advanced
instrumentation at synchrotron radiation sources. In these studies the
intensity variation of the satellites above the thresholds of the Ar Is
and Ne Is levels has been measured by way of the photoelectrons18'19 or
the Auger electrons,20 in order to gain insight into the various
mechanisms that lead to two-electron transitions.

32.5 30.0 27.5 25.0 22.5
ELECTRON BINDING ENERGY (eV)

I Fig. 7. PES spectrum of Xe at hv = 33 eV in the Cooper minimum showing
a large intensity of the correlation satellites compared with the 5s
photoline intensity.15

Autoionization Resonances

Autoionization resonances have played a historic role in the use of
synchrotron radiation.21 Spectra similar to the Xe spectrum shown in Fig.
2 were recorded in absorption and on photographic plates. For the npi,2
resonances of the rare gases, photoabsorption and photoelectron emission
spectra are identical, because only one exit channel exists, namely the
eP3,2 channel. However, for the next inner subshell, or in the case of
openshell atoms with their multiplet structure, two or moro exit channels
are available, and the absorption and emission spectra are no longer
identical. In fact, the PES emission spectra partition the total
absorption spectrum into its components which are provided by the various
exit channels. An example, the autoionizaticn resonance in the region of

Fig. 8. The 6 parameter of the 5s subshell of Xe through the Cooper
minimum. Experimental data are compared with theory. From Ref. 17.
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i Fig. 9. Illustration of the autoionization process involving 3s
excitation and 3p ionization in Ar. Note especially the relationship of
u{total) to the PES spectra that allow for the partition of a(total) into
its components.

the 3s •+ np excitation of Ar, is depicted schematically in Fig. 9, and the
strength of the 3p3<2 •*• ed,es channel is shown in Fig. 10. The spectrum
of Fig. 10 as well as the corresponding B spectra for both spin-orbit
components were recorded continuously by the CIS method,22 while an
earlier study23 of the n = 4 resonance relied on a number of closely
spaced PES spectra for identification.
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Fig. 10. Cross section and e parameter for the 3?3,2 channel in the 3s
autoionization region of Ar. The 3Pi,2 channel shows very similar
trends.22 '



Resonance states converging to the np 1 / 2 limits of Ar, Kr and Xe have
also been characterized by the spin polarization;24'25 and RRPA
predictions26 of the spin parameters as well as the other dynamic
parameters are in good agreement with experiment throughout the resonance
region. A corresponding theoretical analysis of autoionization in the ns
excitation region of the rare gases is, however, still to be undertaken.

Resonances in Openshell Atoms

The rare gases and other closed shell atoms have proven to be an
excellent vehicle to advance our understanding of the electronic structure
and dynamics of atoms. The knowledge of openshell atoms is less developed
because of the greater complexity inherent in atoms with one or more
partially filled shell. The resulting difficulties extend to both the
experimental and the theoretical treatment. Autoicnization resonances,
which lead to pronounced effects in the rare gases as described above,
give rise to spectacular phenomena in openshell atoms. This is because
; the transition strength to a partially filled subshell from another
subshell with the same principal quantum number can be great and because
many exit channels may be available due to the inherent multiplet
structure. I shall present a few examples in the following.

Manganese: An excellent test ease.
In 3d transition series elements, excitation of the type 3p -»• 3d are

possible and are expected to be strong. The excited states are embedded
in the continua of the 3d -> ef; EP, the 4s + ep and two-electron channels,
so that resonances in the various channels can arise. Resonances in
absorption spectra were reported for these elements in the metallic state
in orfe of the early applications of synchrotron radiation.27 A detailed
picture and analysis had ti await, however, experiments done with free
atoms. So far, atomic Cr,^8 Mn,29"31 Fe,32 Co 3 2 and Ni 3 2 have been
investigated. Manganese having a half-filled 3d subshell is the simplest
atom to be studied both experimentally and theoretically, and, indeed,
three experimental and four theoretical studies have been reported in just
the last two years. Figure 11 shows cur a and B results and theoretical
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Fig. 11. The & parameter for the Mn 3d subshell, and a for the various
ionization channels observed between threshold and 110 eV, including the
3p •*• 3d resonance region.31



results based on the independent-particle Hartree Fock (HF) model and the
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT).33 We note first that the HF
calculation agrees satisfactorily with the data above 20 eV and outside
the 3p resonance region, and second that the MBPT calculation, which
couples the most important channels (3p •*• 3d, 3d •> sf, 4s ->• ep, etc.),
agrees quite well with the data, both a(3d) and e(3d), from 20 to 100 eV
including the resonance region. This accord is the more remarkable as the
comparison for 0 is carried out on an absolute basis. In contrast to
c(3d), the enhancement of a(4s) by the 3p resonance is underestimated by
theory, indicating that further refinements are needed to achieve a full
understanding of the interactions taking place. As seen from Fig. 11, the
correlation satellites also experience an enhancement indicating a need to
include the pertinent two-electron processes in the theoretical model.
Such explicit considerations of two-electron processes are desirable not
only to provide a basis for comparison with the experimental data on the
•satellites themselves but also to evaluate their effect on the
! single-electron channels, such as 4s •> ep. Although, on closer scrutiny, .
; some shortcomings can be detected in both the experimental and theoretical •
studies, the overall agreement among the various works must be emphasized.
The good agreement is especially gratifying since we are still at an early
stage in our investigations of metal vapor atoms ar,d open shell systems.

Lead: The missing adsorption series.
Lead is an excellent candidate for the study of a heavy element. It

displays complex absorption and emission spectra due to multiplet and
satellite structures and possesses many resonance states in the rather
narrow energy region of 6s -* np and 5d •»• np, nf excitation. The open 6p
subshell (6p2 3P nominally) allows for strong transitions into the 6p
level, but we shall be concerned here with the 6s -* 7p, 8p ...
autoionization resonances, which have two open exit channels that leave
the ion in either the 2P3/2 state or the 2Pi / 2 state. The special
interest in this series comes from the fact that previous absorption
spectra34 showed lines only for the 6s -*• np3,2 series. The question
arises, which mechanisms could lead to the disappearance of the np3.2
series. As illustrated in Fig. 12, an anomaly of this nature could occur

Fig. 12. Schematic of the 6s auto-
ionization process in Pb with two
observable exit channels.

Fig. 13. The 6s •* 2p3/2 auto-
ionization state, showing a
Lorentzian and a window reson-
ance of nearly equal magnitude i1

the two available exit channels.



if (a) excitation and deexcitation processes can no longer be separated,
as for example in autoionization; (b) two (or more) exit channels are
open; and (c) the various contributions cancel because of constructive
interference in one channel and destructive interference in the other
channel. Whether or not these criteria are met cannot be decided from an
absorption measurement, which represents the sum of all contributions, but
possibly from an ESSR emission experiment, which resolves the individual
exit channels. This type of experiment pertains then to the initial state
of the system, the neutral Pb atom 6s26p2 3Pg plus the photon and the
possible final states of the system, the residual ions 6s26p 2 P 3 / 2 and
6s26p 2P 1/ 2 with the corresponding es;ed photoelectrons. The theoretical
treatment would have to consider the various routes, including the
resonance states 6s° 6p2 np3,2

 4Pi/2» to determine the probabilities for
reaching the final states for the individual transition strengths and the
infractions between the various channels, "excitation" and "deexcitation"

. (continuum exit) channels alike.

j ; In a recent experiment,35 the 6s •+ np resonance regions has been
delineated by recording, for n = 7 through n = 11, the intensity variation
of the photoelectrons corresponding to the two possible exit channels.
The data show positive contributions in both channels for the 6s -»• npy ,z
states, but negative contributions in the zPl ,2 channel and positive '
contributions in the 2P3 / 2 channel for the 6s•*• np3,2 states. In fact,
the positive and negative contributions effectively'cancel each other as
seen from Fig. 13 in which the region of the 7p3,2 autoionization
resonance is amplified. Accordingly, the np3/2 states cannot be revealed
in absorption, but can be seen and probed by measuring the final-state
products, the photoelectrons.

Although we would not expect complete cancellation to occur in many
systems, partial compensation will undoubtedly not be a rarity and would
need to be considered as one of the possible causes for intensity
anomalies in absorption spectra.

Experimental Identification of the Various Components in the K Auger
Spectrum of N?

An Auger spectrum contains lines of different origin depending upon
the initial excitation state, single or n< ltiple, and the final states
reached. As a rule, these lines correspo d to different categories which
usually overlap with each other and canno. be separated in spectra
obtained by the traditional electron, particle or x-ray excitation modes.
Based on the analysis of the K Auger spectrum of N ?,

3 6 an experiment was
described37 several years ago in which the different categories of Auger
lines could be separated under the selected excitation conditions that are
feasible with the use of the tunable synchrotron radiation. Fig. 14 shows
(a) the Auger spectrum produced by the customary excitation modes and by a
white photon spectrum; (b) the normal or diagram spectrum which appears
when the excitation energy lies between the K ionization edge and the
first two-electron excitation state above the K edge; and (c) the spectrum
that arises when the K electron is prmoted to the first excited or
resonance state -ng, 2p :ng. In the last case, Auger lines appear in which
the excited electron either participates in the transition, Aa, or remains



a spectator, As. The ESSR experiment has recently been performed38 using
the appropriate excitation energies, and the comparison of the observed
Auger spectrum, Fig. 15, with the spectrum of Fig. 14 demonstrates that
the various categories of Auger lines can, indeed, be differentiated and
viewed separately.
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Fig. 14. The nitrogen K Auger
spectrum excited in the normal
mode (a), just above the K thres-
hold (c), and at the resonance at
400.8 eV.38 The spectra (b) and
(c) are predicted.

Fig. 15. The nitrogen K Auger
spectra observed38 in ESSR
experiment under the conditions
indicated in Fig. 14.

Atomic Effects in Free Molecules

The atomic character of the dynamic properties is often visible in
the bound state. It can even be dominant if an-orbital is localized. In
Fig. 5 the atomic-like behavior of the 3d electrons in Ag metal was
pointed out, and I now wish to give a few examples of atomic-like behavior
of electrons in the valence orbitals of free molecules. The effect that
may serve as a sensitive criterion is the Cooper minimum, which has been
studied extensively in atoms. For example, the 3p wavefunction has a node
resulting in a cross section minimum which occurs near 34 eV in Ar. A
minimum is also observed in the B parameters, and in the regime of the
dipole approximation, the e and a minima occur at the same locus for a p
electron. The behavior of the 3p electrons in elements adjacent to Ar is
expected to be very similar to that observed in Ar, and the question
arises to which extent the Cooper minimum will be manifested in the
valence orbitals of molecules such as CC1^, Cl2, and HC1. In HC1 the



similarity between the isoeiectronic species Ar and Cl~ should be very
close except for the changes that are introduced by the chemical
environment. As an example,39 Fig. 16 shows the PES spectrum of CCl^
displaying three lone-pair orbitals with a predominant Cl 3p parentage and
the bonding orbital 6t2. The g curves for these orbitals in the region
where a Cooper minimum should occur are presented in Fig. 17. The
lone-pair orbitals are seen to exhibit deep minima, nearly as pronounced
as the minimum for Ar 3p, and even the bonding orbital displays a shallow
dip. A theoretical analysis reveals that the minimum occurs for the et x
continuum channel. The presence of-a minimum in the bonding orbital
indicates that the atomic character of the Cl 3p wave function is not
completely wiped out by the superposition with the C 2p wavefunction.

CCI,, lni"= 30«VI

IP(eV) 18 16 14 12 10 18 16 14 12 10

Fig. 16. PES spectrum of the valence orbitals of carbon tetra-
chloride.39 According to Eq. 4, the angular distribution parameter 6 can
be extracted from these recordings at two different angles.
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The hydrogen halide series provides a view of the Cooper minimum in
the bonding orbital 3a and the lone-pair orbital lir for electrons of 3p,
4p and 5p parentage.**° In each case the lir orbital exhibits a pronounced
atomic-!ike dip, and the 3a retains a shallow, broad minimum. This is
shown for the g parameter in Fig. 18. The locus of the minimum for the
lone-pair orbital through the series is plotted in Fig. 19 and compared
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Fig. 18. The 6 parameter for the lone-pair orbital lir and the bonding

orbital 3a in the hydrogen halide series.1*0
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with the data on the rare gas atoms as well as with several theoretical
models. The tracking of the molecular data with the atomic data is
striking, emphasizing again the dominant atomic behavior in the molecular
lir orbitals. The comparison of theory with the atomic data on one hand
and the molecular data on the other hand suggests that the extension of
the multiple scattering Xo. model to include relativistic and many-electron
effects would bring a similar accord with experiment for the molecular
case as did the extension of the Hartree-Slater model for the atomic case.

Final Remarks

The number of experiments discussed in this presentation had to be
necessarily limited, but hopefully the examples chosen will give a
realistic picture of the advances that have been made in the study of the
electronic structure and dynamics of free atoms. An important extension
.of the ESSR studies, which presently rely by and large on the
I determination of the partial cross section and the dipole angular
: distribution parameter, includes the determination of one or more spin
polarization parameters. The feasibility and the power of such
measurements have already been established.'tl The resonant Raman effect
and the post-collision interactions occurring in the threshold regions
have been described in several places.4'5 Finally, it has been shown
elsewhere4'5 that the combination of laser excitation with synchrotron
radiation allows the investigation of atoms in excited states.
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